
12th edition of the Beam Telescopes 

and Test Beams Workshop

15th  - 19th April 2024, Edinburgh

LOCs welcome talk



Welcome to Edinburgh!

“Piled deep and massy, close and high; Mine 
own romantic town.”

Sir Walter Scott



If you are lucky enough, you can start to feel the 
Scottish spring, with the amazing cherry blossom in 
the Meadows, one of the largest green area in 
Edinburgh
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The weather is raw and boisterous 
in winter, shifty and ungenial in 
summer, and a downright 
meteorological purgatory in the 
spring.

Robert Louis Stevenson

April in Edinburgh

Edinburgh is a magical place.

You can experience 4 seasons in a day, 
always be ready for a “gentle” shower.. 



PPE Edinburgh group 

u The experimental  particle physics group of Edinburgh is very active and quite big nowadays 
(covering lots of different countries!)

u Involvement in many fields (accelerator experiments,  neutrino, dark matter, medical 
physics…)

u Various lab facilities

u Involvement in detector operations

u Involvement in test beams in CERN and DESY for future upgrades

Most 
updated pic 
of our PPE
group! 



Professor Peter Higgs in Edinburgh



Edinburgh Map

Conference venue
bus 
Or 20-30 mins walking 
distance  

City centre 
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New building, open in 2023
Many meeting areas!

u eduroam

u Visit-Ed – please register to access the network

WiFi
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u Café on the ground floor

u Recent reopening of a bar 
accessible from the ground floor if you 
want to  chill between sessions!

Nucleus building



Safety first!

Federica, Emma

Emma, Abhishek

Ask to LOCs for more info!



Enjoy the networking!

Social events in Nucleus 

u Coffee breaks (mornings and afternoons)
u Buffet Lunch

u Welcome reception at 6pm today

on the 1st floor of the building! 

u Poster session on Wednesday at 5 pm, 
outside the main conference venue

First time for BTTB, more 
info during the workshop!



Explore Edinburgh on Thursday!

Do not hesitate to ask 
suggestions to locals 
during the week!

Walking tour on 
Thursday afternoon

discovering the city 
centre.



The workshop dinner will be held at The Rowantree, a venue 
situated in the city center.

The Rowantree, was originally home to the renowned Lucky
Middlemiss Tavern, an oyster tavern of the Scottish
Enlightenment era that saw literary greats and Enlightenment
figures throng the watering hole. James Hutton, Robert Burns,
David Hume, Adam Smith, Deacon Brodie, Watt and Benjamin
Franklin

Social Dinner on Thursday

Be part of the history for a night!

And.. After dinner, are you 
ready to experience a full 
Scottish atmosphere dancing
with the traditional music?



Acknowledgements from the 
LOCs

u Particle Physics group of Edinburgh and IOP for the support

u Emma from SOPA events for the amazing help!

u YOU all. This is the edition with the highest number of participants 
since the first edition of the BTTB (we expected 60 people, we ended 
up with more than 90 in person! Amazing!)

For this reason, planning this edition was challenging . We did our best to 
organise everything in the best possible way. 
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We hope you will enjoy the Scottish atmosphere!



Wishing you a 
productive 
BTTB12  
workshop!

“There’s no leaving Edinburgh, 

No shifting it around: it stays with you, 
always.”

Alan Bold



BTTB12 LOCs

Abhishek Bohare
Constantinos Vrahas
Emma Buchanan
Federica Oliva
Fuat Ustuner
Lais Soares Lavra
Mary Richardson-Slipper
Michael Kane
Silvia Gambetta
Yanyan Gao

Emma Johnston from Sopa Events of University of Edinburgh
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